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Hydrogen – Metal 

Everybody knows that the common hydrogen is a flammable gas of density very light. 
However, if we compress very strongly the hydrogen, the theory predicts that it is 
transformed into metal, and it would be possible that this metal phase is stable in 
common temperature. .
It is also the unique inexhaustible source of Energy for all the manners, appropriate , 
non-polluting, being able to be produced in unlimited quantity, in a cost of 1.000 USD 
the ton, once experience the modules of production the special patent of which we 
also have, put deposited except community Europe in 1997. The synthesis of the 
metal hydrogen was not realized this day by the others laboratory Nevertheless the
Civil  society or Non-trading company of management of intellectual and individual 
protection (SCM) produced in 1987 already five patches of 5 grams of this new stable 
metal  High temperature and low-temperature (HTBT) and High-pressure and low-
pressure (HPBP), in 1998 two bars of 1.000 grams, and in 2.001 of the Deuterium - 
Metal for a 50 gram bar.

Fig 1 -   Essay of April 6th, 2001
              At the beginning Essay: 10:12 am      
              Time Essay: 4:12 am Mn 36 89 Ns
              Hydrogen - Metal, Stable in any temperatures
              Diameter = 76 x 9 mm
              Grams = 1.000 by plate
              Department piéforts of Laboratory
              Code 5                                                               
              Collection Henri Peube-Locou foundation



Cold  Fusion

The cold fusion is a nuclear fusion realized in pervading conditions of temperature 
and pressure.
 
My own process is parallel to that of the team of the University of Los Angeles, but 
shaped in 1996 within my personal and private Laboratory:

A small cylinder in which we replace the air by some deuterium to the gas state in - 
33 ° (the deuterium is some hydrogen with a neutron, which we find in quantity in the 
sea water). We introduce a crystal there, extremely rare - the property of which is to 
emit  continuously  one  thousand  times  dose  of  successful  energy  and  it  during 
several years without outside pyro, natural excitement - electric - that is it creates an 
electric field in the slightest change in temperature.
 
We carry then the whole in + 7 °, what generates in some seconds a 200 000 volt 
electric field, an intense enough field to separate the pits of the deuterium of their 
electrons and to admit them to collide with those of the crystal. There is a fusion of 
protons between them –(positive particles of the core)- and a emission of neutrons, 
which do not merge. It is this emission which serves for measuring the quantity of 
energy produced by the fusion.

We so managed to produce some energy in unlimited quantity, allowing us to feed 
our installation with electric current in total autarky,  and to reduce so our costs of 
functioning to divers domains.

This crystal is exceptional in its applications and to give it the name would return has 
to  break  our  current  headway:  the  thorough  problem,  in  this  current  period  of 
takeover by the financial bodies of the possible patents, brought to us to the biggest 
caution as regards our results
And, as we look for no outside financing, we do not need to submit ourselves to the 
requirements  lauded  by  the  scientific  Community,  only  our  results  are  strictly 
estimated …
For example we can make estimate our  bars or patches of  Hydrogen -  Metal:  a 
simple spectroscopy in YEW will give as result, only, the element H.

Indeed one of three geneses focusing for the obtaining of the Hydrogen - pure Metal 
with one thousand thousandth, and stable HTBT, uses this process of cold fusion 
above described.

There is another process of Cold Fusion which also gives, and in a more continuous 
way,  the  possibility  to  obtain  from some  Hydrogen  -  stable  Metal  and  in  bigger 
quantity by module of production:

When a metal as the XXXXXXXXX  is used in fusions with cold, it goes out of it 
covered with eruptions looking like micro computing volcanoes. This puts in evidence 
the waste of a very big quantity of heat pulling  the cast iron and the evaporation of 
the metal, but only in tiny points.



Knowing the melting point of this rare metal , we calculated the quantity of energy 
necessary  for  the  fusion  of  these  nano  -  points  without  provoking  of  fusion 
surrounding. Seen the unhoped-for figure which we found, the source of energy can 
be only nuclear.
 
My spectrometer allows an exact measure of  atoms and determined a emission of 
helium (10 for 10.000). This got back heat allows the usage of an unlimited energy.

What counts above all,  is  the conservation of  Process and the acquisition of  the 
results,  their  possible  putting  at  disposition  on  the  world  plan,  under  certain 
conditions, which  are not necessarily expensive.

The First Prototype

Besides we put in production since June 2007 in Turkey, a measuring platform 10x5 
metres which produces in cold fusion 600 mégawats per hour, and 300 cubic meters 
of pure water a day as waste. The stake under procedure of fusion required only a 35 
watt power during the first four hours. 

The prototype consists of four packagings of liquid nitrogen endowed with several 
couples anodes of quadripolar catodes in rare and special metals among which one 
has the specific  property to accelerate any émissionde one thousand of  time the 
successful dose.

     
Fig. 2 – one packaging



                            

Fig 3 – couples of quadripolar catodes in rare and special metals betwen anodes in gold, per 
packaging

Become of my Special Patents

My Special Patent of Hydrogen-metal is being developed for the benefit of mankind 
given the global energy crisis.  I shall explain how we can produce some hydrogen 
metal in the form of ingot or of stable patches with ambient temperature, and which 
are the uses possible, in aerospace, by running for car, and in unlimited source of 
energy, and of the constitution of the monopoly which we want to establish, to the 
advantage of the users, private and industrial.

Today, and for four years, is under construction a car containing a stemming engine 
of one of my other special patents which will use small ingots of hydrogen - metal. 
More pollution, the only waste being some water, more auditive pollution.

The hydrogen - metal will also be the best fuels for the space, stable shuttles in the 
metal state and thus without risk of explosion as current fuels. Of more the volume 
being very small, the payload will allow more remote flights, without any risk of lack of 
fuel.
For the energy which the Earth needs at present the hydrogen - metal is an unlimited 
source(spring) of supply without pollution. The enormous advantage is also political: 
more wars  to dominate the sources of supply,  more false ideologies to dress the 
wars style Gulf Wars, a radical change of the current geopolitics.

Our  current,  overpopulated  Earth,  wasting  its  current  reserves of  Energy,  is  also 
subdued in the racket of the governments which impose taxes on the energy, what 
did not squeeze any more the case with the World Monopoly which I am setting up, 
because a true monopoly conceives only if the selling price is widely lower than all 
the cost prices of the current energies. The selling price will be ten centimes of euro 
by barrel fuel oil equivalent



I personally underwent a lot of attempt of theft of my work and my special patents, 
deposited for their real safety except European Community: France tried to steal me 
it and despoiled me of my laboratory. Several persons have my file, a Councillor to 
the Court of Appeal of Belgium, the President of ICENES on 2007. The President 
Sarkozy knows about it, in detail, and makes nothing to make me what was stolen 
from me. In spite of his electoral commitments. It is the reason for which France will 
be approved as customer only when it will be adjusted. Certain countries which will 
not be approved will have to continue to use the current energies and will  so pay 
heavy taxes according to the Protocol of Tokyo. These countries will become the new 
Third World countries while those who will be approved will become rich countries.

The stake has arrangement of energy unlimited also impute a duty of protection of 
our  planet,  and  does  not  have  to  be  of  use  to  the  enrichment  of  only  certain 
countries. Today the scientists have a Duty to the Humanity, and do not have to be 
any more allowed despoil by those who behave as hooligans.  

My Special Patent of Cold Fusion is being developed for the benefit of mankind given 
the global energy crisis.  I shall explain how our special patent of Cold Fusion can 
Produce continuously nor any pollution of the energy, and how the pure water can be 
used. For all the needs of the humanity. And outside any control of states, which in 
the past, surcharged excessively the essential sources of energy for the humanity.

My  process  of  the  cold  fusion(merger)  has  to  serve  for  bringing  an  essential 
complement in the provision of the energy. Of a cost of modest installation, of the 
order of twenty thousand euro, every production unit allows the supply of electricity 
and pure in great quantities water. I intend this Process at first to the human beings 
who have no access easily to these vital sources, particularly when they live in states 
which surcharge them. I think first of all in the countries sources of which dry up, and 
for Europe and particularly France, to the small farmers who are surcharged by a 
state to prévaricateur. We arrive at a stage of the civilization where the collectivism 
kills  the individual,  and I  want  to  look to  the individuals  who are surcharged the 
means to live without having to pay either water or electricity.

In some words:
They are two major discoveries  for the energy survival of the Humanity.
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